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Cremation opens the door for creating a 

beautiful and meaningful Remembrance 

Gathering. Celebrating and honoring 

the life of a loved one with some type of 

ceremony or gathering plays a significant 

role in our lives and is an essential part 

of the healing process. You may wish to 

have a Remembrance Gathering before 

or after cremation. Select your loved ones 

favorite music, include special speakers, 

show keepsake videos, display the urn, 

photo boards and a memory table with 

pictures and mementos of your loved 

one to highlight treasured thoughts and 

memories.
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We Are Experts At
Helping Hearts Heal

Honor
We promise 
to HONOR the dignity 

of those entrusted 

to our care.
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Every cremation is performed with dignity & respect in accordance 
with the highest level of ethical cremation standards and procedures.WE’RE 

NOT just 
FUNERAL 

DIRECTORSTM



We’re not just 
funeral directors. 
Cremation-With-Care’s network of 
Professional Remembrance Planners 
sets us apart from all other funeral 
& cremation providers. We’re expert 
listeners who can help to transform 
your ideas & thoughts into a perfectly 
themed Remembrance Gathering 
designed expressly for your family.

Our goal is to help you find joy in the 
way you choose to honor, remember & 
celebrate that wonderful life.

Think 
Ahead

Our
People

For affordable cremation options 
more families across America choose 
a Cremation-With-Care Funeral Home 
Provider. 

Cremation-With-Care funeral home 
providers understand that many 
families are looking for a price-
sensitive cremation service. You may 
select an affordable Value-Added 
cremation arrangement or decide upon 
the least expensive option of Direct 
Cremation. The choice is yours.

Value 
Pricing

Pre-
planning 
is easy and will 
payoff both emotionally and 
financially for you and your family. 
We spend a lifetime planning for the 
precious moments in our lives: birthday 
parties, weddings, anniversaries and of 
course, our retirement. But there is one 
event that we tend not to plan for, yet it’s 
guaranteed to happen; our funeral.

Planning ahead allows you to consider 
alternatives and make decisions on your 
own terms. Pre-planning provides peace 
of mind in knowing that your affairs are 
in order and your wishes will be fulfilled. 
It allows you to select & document 
your final wishes while eliminating the 
uncertainty and financial burden from 
the shoulders of your family.
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Prepare for the Unexpected
Learn More
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